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As she shares her extraordinary stories of fighting human trafficking as an ordinary mom,
Kimberly Smith offers hope for readers who wonder if God is calling them to greater things.
A special edition for adults of Katherine Applegate's New York Times-bestselling novel about
an oak tree and a crow who help their neighbors embrace their differences. Trees can't tell
jokes, but they can certainly tell stories. . . . Red is an oak tree who is many rings old. Red is
the neighborhood "wishtree"—people write their wishes on pieces of cloth and tie them to Red's
branches. Along with a crow named Bongo and other animals who seek refuge in Red's
hollows, this wishtree watches over the neighborhood. When a new family moves in, not
everyone is welcoming, and Red's experience as a wishtree is more important than ever. With
a message of inclusion for dreamers and welcomers, this is a book for our lives and times. "A
beautifully written, morally bracing story that will leave its imprint on a reader of any age." —The
New York Times Book Review
Miracle on Voodoo MountainA Young Woman's Remarkable Story of Pushing Back the
Darkness for the Children of HaitiThomas Nelson
From the battlefields of the American Civil War through World Wars I and II, from Korea and
Vietnam to the front lines in Iraq and Afghanistan, soldiers of all faiths have struggled for
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understanding and called on a higher power when faced with the realities of combat. God in
the Foxhole is a stunning collection of true personal accounts from generations of American
soldiers whose faith, in the words of author Charles W. Sasser, "has been born, reborn, tested,
sustained, verified, or transformed under fire." A renowned master of combat journalism and a
former Green Beret, Sasser has gathered an immensely moving collection of war stories like
no other -- stories of spirituality, conversion, and miracles from the battlefield. Be they
Christian, Jewish, Muslim, or atheist, churched since childhood or touched by the divine for the
first time, here are the riveting experiences of army privates, bomber pilots, navy lieutenants,
marines, prisoners of war, medics, nurses, chaplains, and others who, under desperate
circumstances and with every reason to fear for their lives, found unknown strength, courage,
and heroism through their remarkable faith. These inspiring accounts transcend the
explainable to become stunning portraits of survival and belief: the angelic vision that brought
inner peace to an exhausted helicopter door gunner in Vietnam...the makeshift full-immersion
baptisms of eleven soldiers on Palm Sunday in Iraq, 2004...two enemies -- a Nazi priest and
an American G.I. -- who served Communion Mass in a Belgian sanctuary in 1944...the
prescient letter from a Civil War army major to his beloved wife, one week before his death at
Bull Run...the 21st-century toddler with a jaw-dropping spiritual connection to a war hero of Iwo
Jima...and dozens more. A war chronicle like no other, God in the Foxhole affirms, for military
buffs and readers from all walks of life, the power of faith in the face of adversity.
First released in 1995, this spiritual classic continues to be a best-seller, as thousands each
year accept Marjorie Thompson's invitation to the Christian spiritual life. Offering a framework
for understanding the spiritual disciplines and instruction for developing and nurturing those
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practices, Soul Feast continues to be a favorite for individual reflection and group study. Many
new additions, including a new chapter on keeping the Sabbath, make this newly revised
edition of Soul Feast a must-have.
Val Bosanquet, a former New Orleans detective, is offered a job as Chief of a campus PD. A
Haitian child killer he helped convict for the murder of her mother has just been enrolled at the
university. Val stumbles across new evidence linking the ten-year old murder to a disgraced
cop and one of America's most popular sportswear companies. Corporate corruption and
Voodoo make for a volatile mix in the Deep South.
Seven stunning stories of speculative fiction by the author of A Boy and His Dog. In a postapocalyptic world, four men and one woman are all that remain of the human race, brought to
near extinction by an artificial intelligence. Programmed to wage war on behalf of its creators,
the AI became self-aware and turned against humanity. The five survivors are prisoners, kept
alive and subjected to brutal torture by the hateful and sadistic machine in an endless cycle of
violence. This story and six more groundbreaking and inventive tales that probe the depths of
mortal experience prove why Grand Master of Science Fiction Harlan Ellison has earned the
many accolades to his credit and remains one of the most original voices in American
literature. I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream also includes “Big Sam Was My Friend,”
“Eyes of Dust,” “World of the Myth,” “Lonelyache,” Hugo Award finalist “Delusion for a
Dragon Slayer,” and Hugo and Nebula Award finalist “Pretty Maggie Moneyeyes.”

How We Became a Gospel-Centered Family Looking back, it is amazing the
experiences that life will bring. Some of those experiences are memorable like the
moment of your first kiss, the time you buy your first home, or the moments you
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welcome your children to this world. Other experiences are far more mundane like the
daily routine of going to work or maintaining household responsibilities. All of our life
experiences combine to form a story. In this book, I tell the story of our family which
includes our beautiful baby girl, adopted at birth, who happens to have Down
syndrome. We named her Faith. I want share how God has guided our personal
experiences every step of the way to prepare us to be Faith's parents. We hope our
story will inspire you as it reveals the very hand of God orchestrating events serving His
purposes and displaying His glory. Tim Orr is an award winning adjunct faculty member
in Religious Studies at Indiana University Purdue Columbus where he has served for
over 7 years. His dramatic conversion and subsequent life change has been featured
on Pat Robertson's 700 Club. Tim has served as a pastor, church planter, and elder
and also has a heart for building bridges with the Muslim community. His greatest joy in
life, however, is being a husband to Michelle and a father to Faith.
This account relates some of the achievements of Satya Sai Baba. His followers
believe him to be the reincarntion of Sai Baba of Shirdi who died in 1918. He appears to
have been born with phenomenal powers, which he used in childhood and has
employed constantly and openly ever since. The author, a westener devoted to science
and logic, spent many months with Satya Sai Baba to substantiate these miracles.
God sees the poor as blessed. Rich and Reneé Stearns show us why. We often
separate ourselves from people who are different from us, sometimes even
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intentionally. This book is a great reminder of all the things we share in common—hopes,
dreams, heartaches—and most important of all, it reminds us that He walks among us.
All of us. This book offers great perspective from our brothers and sisters around the
world. Rich and Reneé Stearns have traveled the world visiting the most povertystricken habitations imaginable, and they’ve discovered an amazing and common
occurrence among the people who live there: joy can be found no matter how dire your
circumstances. He Walks Among Us is a 90-day devotional giving readers an up-close
and personal view of Christ in the lives of mothers, fathers, and children who have so
little, yet are so rich in His spirit and love. Christians who are interested in or committed
to missionary outreach will encounter the transforming power and courage needed to
make a difference in someone else’s life. Spiritual lessons include: The Choice to
Believe—No Matter What; Our True Identity Is in Christ; Discovering Joy in Unexpected
Places; Having Unshakable Hope in the Power of God; Our Circumstances Don’t
Define Who We Are; We Become Transformed When We Invest in Others; and
Remaining Faithful to Your Calling No Matter the Obstacles. He Walks Among Us
features the award-winning photography of World Vision® photographer Jon Warren.
Upton Sinclair, one of America's foremost and most prolific authors, addresses the
cultivation of the mind and the body in this 1922 volume. Sinclair's goal was to attempt
to tell the reader how to live, how to find health, happiness and success, and how to
develop fully both the mind and the body. Part One: The Book of the Mind covers such
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subjects as faith, reason, morality, and the subconscious. Part Two: The Book of the
Body develops such subjects as errors in diet, the fasting cure, food and poisons, work
and play, and diseases and their cures .
"Cabin In The Woods" is a collection of true-life adventures with spiritual insights for
young people. It focuses around the time my parents moved our family to a rural,
Connecticut town called Cheshire. We took up residence in an old, rustic cabin sitting
deep in the woods. There was no running water, no bathroom, no heat and no
electricity, only a huge stone fireplace for cooking. But, it was there during that first
summer that my parents began to build their "dream house." For me, it was the
adventure of a lifetime, and the things I learned about life and God were immeasurable.
From living in a pine bark cabin to building a house in the woods; from cornering wild
woodchucks to getting squirted by skunks; from raising dogs to chasing weasels. I'd like
to share these early, "cabin adventures" with young people of all ages to enjoy. Ed
Kenerson attended Gordon College (B.A. Psychology) and Gordon Conwell Seminary
(Masters of Religious Education) and has over 10 years experience in Christian
Education and Youth Ministry. At present, he manages his own training and
communications business called Steps To Success, delivering multi-media
presentations to businesses in areas of career management, customer service, and
time management. In addition, he reaches out to teenagers in high schools through
Career Coach, USA, a strategic ministry designed to teach young people the principles
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of both personal and professional success. Ed is married to Kathy with two children and
eight grandchildren.
On one memorable day, while Bishop Martin and his wife, Donna, were in prayer
together, God gave them a one-word message: "Adopt!" Over the next five years, the
Martins would adopt four kids. Others in their church community have heard the call
and have now adopted 72 children.
Julia Buckley needs a miracle. Like a third of the UK population, she has a chronic pain
condition. According to her doctors, it can't be cured. She doesn't believe them. She
does believe in miracles, though. It's just a question of tracking one down. Julia's
search for a cure takes her on a global quest, exploring the boundaries between
science, psychology and faith with practitioners on the fringes of conventional,
traditional and alternative medicine. From neuroplastic brain rewiring in San Francisco
to medical marijuana in Colorado, Haitian vodou rituals to Brazilian 'spiritual surgery',
she's willing to try anything. Can miracles happen? And more importantly, what
happens next if they do? Raising vital questions about the modern medical system, this
is also a story about identity in a system historically skewed against 'hysterical' female
patients, and the struggle to retain a sense of self under the medical gaze. Heal Me
explains why modern medicine's current approach to chronic pain is failing patients. It
explores the importance of faith, hope and cynicism, and examines our relationships
with our doctors, our beliefs and ourselves.
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Do you ever sell yourself short? That’s what Katherine Hines did before she
realized she was selling God short. After years of tragedies, Katherine learned
that God could do more in her life than she ever imagined if she trusted Him and
believed. She discovered that He wants to change lives through us and bless us
in the process. Whoever we are, wherever we came from, God can use us to
make a difference in someone’s life. Katherine’s story begins with tragedies, but
God touched her heart at a crusade and led her to Uganda as a missionary to the
children. Leaving her prestigious job and home, she went to a land of mud huts
and polluted water. In the midst of sickness and poverty, she loved and cared for
the orphans of the war-torn country, as she faced witch doctors and Muslim
agitators. Katherine shares her life story to help us know that we can all make a
difference – if only we let God . . .
An insightful and uplifting memoir about a young Haitian girl in post-earthquake
Haiti, and the profound, life-changing effect she had on one journalist's life. In
January 2010, a devastating earthquake struck Haiti, killing hundreds of
thousands of people and paralyzing the country. Catherine Porter, a newly
minted international reporter, was on the ground in the immediate aftermath.
Moments after she arrived in Haiti, Catherine found her first story. A ragtag group
of volunteers told her about a “miracle child”—a two-year-old girl who had
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survived six days under the rubble and emerged virtually unscathed. Catherine
found the girl the next day. Her family was a mystery; her future uncertain. Her
name was Lovely. She seemed a symbol of Haiti—both hopeful and despairing.
When Catherine learned that Lovely had been reunited with her family, she did
what any journalist would do and followed the story. The cardinal rule of
journalism is to remain objective and not become personally involved in the
stories you report. But Catherine broke that rule on the last day of her second trip
to Haiti. That day, Catherine made the simple decision to enroll Lovely in school,
and to pay for it with money she and her readers donated. Over the next five
years, Catherine would visit Lovely and her family seventeen times, while also
reporting on the country’s struggles to harness the international rush of aid. Each
trip, Catherine's relationship with Lovely and her family became more involved
and more complicated. Trying to balance her instincts as a mother and a
journalist, and increasingly conscious of the costs involved, Catherine found
herself struggling to align her worldview with the realities of Haiti after the
earthquake. Although her dual roles as donor and journalist were constantly at
odds, as one piled up expectations and the other documented failures, a third
role had emerged and quietly become the most important: that of a friend. A Girl
Named Lovely is about the reverberations of a single decision—in Lovely’s life
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and in Catherine’s. It recounts a journalist’s voyage into the poorest country in
the Western hemisphere, hit by the greatest natural disaster in modern history,
and the fraught, messy realities of international aid. It is about hope, kindness,
heartbreak, and the modest but meaningful difference one person can make.
Held prisoner deep in the Louisiana bayou, Rosie's guardian arrives and they're
able to find a way out. Now, evil is stirred up in the swamplands and Rosie must
quickly learn her craft. During her journey she comes into her powers and makes
a huge mistake that could destroy someone she loves. Meanwhile, Julian is
dealing with his own demons when he discovers Rosie is closer than he realized.
He's come to terms with his curse but fights it and begins to turn once again.
Even knowing the dire consequences, Julian decides to speak an ancient
Voodoo Haitian Mamba to stop his change. Rosie and Julian reunite and
regardless of their individual struggles they must work together to save those
they love.
On Sunday April 27, 2003, 27-year old Aron Ralston set off for a day's hiking in
the Utah canyons. Dressed in a t-shirt and shorts, Ralston, a seasoned climber,
figured he'd hike for a few hours and then head off to work. 40 miles from the
nearest paved road, he found himself on top of an 800-pound boulder. As he slid
down and off of the boulder it shifted, trapping his right hand against the canyon
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wall. No one knew where he was; he had little water; he wasn't dressed correctly;
and the boulder wasn't going anywhere. He remained trapped for five days in the
canyon: hypothermic at night, de-hydrated and hallucinating by day. Finally, he
faced the most terrible decision of his life: braking the bones in his wrist by
snapping them against the boulder, he hacked through the skin, and finally
succeeded in amputating his right hand and wrist. The ordeal, however, was only
beginning. He still faced a 60-foot rappell to freedom, and a walk of several hours
back to his car - along the way, he miraculously met a family of hikers, and with
his arms tourniqued, and blood-loss almost critical, they heard above them the
whir of helicopter blades; just in time, Aron was rescued and rushed to hospital.
Since that day, Aron has had a remarkable recovery. He is back out on the
mountains, with an artificial limb; he speaks to select groups on his ordeal and
rescue; and amazingly, he is upbeat, positive, and an inspiration to all who meet
him. This is the account of those five days, of the years that led up to them, and
where he goes from here. It is narrative non-fiction at its most compelling.
A stunning inside look at how and why the foundations upon which China has
built the world’s second largest economy, have started to crumble. Over the
course of a decade spent reporting on the ground in China as a financial
journalist, Dinny McMahon gradually came to the conclusion that the widely held
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belief in China’s inevitable economic ascent is dangerously wrong. In this
unprecedented deep dive, McMahon shows how, lurking behind the illusion of
prosperity, China’s economic growth has been built on a staggering mountain of
debt. While stories of newly built but empty cities, white elephant state projects,
and a byzantine shadow banking system, have all become a regular fixture in the
press in recent years, McMahon goes beyond the headlines to explain how such
waste has been allowed to flourish, and why one of the most powerful
governments in the world has been at a loss to stop it. Through the stories of
ordinary Chinese citizens, McMahon tries to make sense of the unique—and often
bizarre—mechanics of the Chinese economy, whether it be the state’s addiction
to appropriating land from poor farmers; or why a Chinese entrepreneur decided
it was cheaper to move his yarn factory to South Carolina; or why ambitious
Chinese mayors build ghost cities; or why the Chinese bureaucracy was able to
stare down Beijing’s attempts to break up the state’s pointless monopoly over
the distribution of table salt. Debt, entrenched vested interests, a frenzy of
speculation, and an aging population are all pushing China toward an economic
reckoning. China’s Great Wall of Debt unravels an incredibly complex and
opaque economy, one whose fortunes—for better or worse—will shape the globe
like never before.
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2017 Audie Winner: Inspirational/Faith-Based Non-Fiction Audiobook and
Earphones Award from Audiofile Magazine The Awakening of HK Derryberry is
the inspiring story of how one man was willing to step out of his upper middleclass world into the life of a young, disabled boy with a dismal future. Little did
Jim Bradford know the transformational potential of that friendship—for HK and
himself. HK Derryberry came into the world with the odds stacked heavily against
him. He was taken from his unmarried mother’s womb three months prematurely
when she was killed in a car wreck. After ninety-six days of seesawing between
life and death, HK’s grandmother took him home. One Saturday morning Jim
Bradford, a successful businessman in his mid-fifties, happens into Mrs.
Winner’s Chicken and Biscuits and sees a nine-year-old’s head pressed down
against a black plastic boom box with a crooked antenna and three strips of silver
duct tape stretched across the battery cover. He can’t help but notice the long,
white plastic braces on each of the child’s legs. Mr. Bradford learns that HK’s
grandmother is forced to bring him to the fast-food restaurant where she works,
leaving him to sit alone all day at a small table, with only his boom box for
company. On subsequent Saturdays Jim feels drawn back to the restaurant to
meet with HK and begins spending every weekend with him. Eventually it
becomes apparent that buried beneath HK’s severe disabilities is one
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spectacular ability. He is diagnosed with Highly Superior Autobiographical
Memory (HSAM), which involves superlative powers of recollection that enable
him to remember everything that has happened to him since the age of three.
Less than one hundred people have been diagnosed with HSAM, but none of
them have the physical disabilities of HK Derryberry.
Laurent Dubois weaves the stories of slaves, free people of African descent,
wealthy whites and French administrators into an unforgettable tale of
insurrection, war, heroism and victory.
After studying at Oxford University and finding God, Carolyn Weber grappled with a new
invitation: to think bigger about love. Through Weber's personal story of courtship, marriage,
and parenthood, as well as spiritual, theological, and literary reflection, this memoir explores
what life looks like when we choose to love God first.
Through the true story of Wallace Turnbull, one of Haiti’s pioneers in development and
missions, Say To These Mountains takes readers on a journey where grace and beauty shine
into even the tightest crevices of brokenness, poverty, and loss. Over the course of 70 years,
Wallace’s work changed countless lives and influenced national policy in both Haiti and the
United States. For his contributions, he was decorated with the National Order of Honor and
Merit, Haiti’s highest honor. As told by Wallace’s granddaughter, this eloquent biography
reveals the life of a complex man and his adopted country, painting a picture of hope and
mercy vastly different from the often-grim stories shared about the island nation and her
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people. “How many children, how many elderly, how many generations were touched—how
many survived—because of the work the Pastor has done?” –President Michel Martelly of Haiti
during the bestowing of the Order of Honor and Merit to Wallace Turnbull
God is preparing a spiritual tsunami to sweep the nations and reclaim our culture for Christ,
says author Johnny Enlow. He describes seven culture-shaping areas of influence over each
society—media, government, education, economy, family, religion, and celebration (arts and
entertainment)—that are the keys to taking a nation for the kingdom of God. The purpose of this
book is to draw the church’s attention to these areas; help each individual determine his or her
specific assignment in this mission; and then to offer insight into the nature of the battles
involved in this “spiritual tsunami,” as the author calls it.
New York Times bestseller How do you hold on to hope when you don’t get the ending you
asked for? When Katie Davis Majors moved to Uganda, accidentally founded a booming
organization, and later became the mother of thirteen girls through the miracle of adoption, she
determined to weave her life together with the people she desired to serve. But joy often gave
way to sorrow as she invested her heart fully in walking alongside people in the grip of poverty,
addiction, desperation, and disease. After unexpected tragedy shook her family, for the first
time Katie began to wonder, Is God really good? Does He really love us? When she turned to
Him with her questions, God spoke truth to her heart and drew her even deeper into
relationship with Him. Daring to Hope is an invitation to cling to the God of the impossible—the
God who whispers His love to us in the quiet, in the mundane, when our prayers are not
answered the way we want or the miracle doesn’t come. It’s about a mother discovering the
extraordinary strength it takes to be ordinary. It’s about choosing faith no matter the
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circumstance and about encountering God’s goodness in the least expected places. Though
your heartaches and dreams may take a different shape, you will find your own questions
echoed in these pages. You’ll be reminded of the gifts of joy in the midst of sorrow. And you’ll
hear God’s whisper: Hold on to hope. I will meet you here.
"It took months of God waking me up in the middle of the night before I realized I was the one
He was calling to leave my comfortable American life and move to Haiti." Miracle on Voodoo
Mountain is the inspirational memoir of an accomplished and driven 24-year old who quit her
job, sold everything, and moved to Haiti, by herself—all without a clear plan of action. Megan
Boudreaux had visited Haiti on a few humanitarian trips but each trip multiplied the sense that
someone needed to address the devastation—especially with the children, many of whom were
kept as household slaves on the poverty-stricken and earthquake-devastated Caribbean
island. God guided her every step as she moved blindly to a foreign land without knowing the
language, the people, or the future. From becoming the adoptive mother of former child slaves,
to receiving the divine gift of the Haitian Creole language, to starting, building, and running a
school for more than 500 children, "the amazingness of what God did after I made the choice
to be obedient is incredible," said Megan. Three years later, six acres on Bellevue Mountain in
Gressier is the home of the nonprofit Respire Haiti at the former site of voodoo worship, and in
the area that many still come to make animal sacrifices, Megan and her staff of nearly 200 are
transforming this community as they educate, feed, and address the needs.
Shelley Jean traveled to Haiti determined to adopt an orphan she had discovered online.
Although she was already the mother of two biological children, expanding her family by
embracing a displaced child was, in part, a fulfillment of her compassionate Christian faith. But
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when she witnessed the agony many Haitian women experienced when poverty -not lack of
love-forced them to give up their children to orphanages, she was outraged. Soon, a new
mission blossomed. As she came to better understand and appreciate the people of Haiti,
Shelley had a vision of creating jobs that would help some parents earn an income so that they
could support their babies and raise them to become productive adults. ..". Shelley's absolute
passion and commitment for the human right to a dignified livelihood ... is palpable." -Jennifer
Gootman, vice president, Social Consciousness & Innovation, West Elm Despite her own
domestic challenges and, at times, the doubts about God's providence that arose after
witnessing the devastation caused by earthquakes and hurricanes, Shelley's trial-and-error
approach took hold. First, she taught a small group of mothers how to make artisanal products
that she now markets worldwide. But she did not stop there. " ... what she's made of herself, as
this unflinching story reveals, is a servant ... if this book doesn't inspire you, nothing will." -Mary
Fisher, American activist and author Papillon Enterprise, which began as Apparent Project,
now has a global reach that has been recognized and praised by Oprah, Vogue Magazine, The
Gap, and designer Donna Karan. But there were many sacrifices and defeats along the way.
As Shelley sought to reshape the economic landscape of a small nation in dire need of help,
she also restored her own ravaged beliefs so that she and her family could emerge stronger
and with their faith intact. This memoir is ideal for women of all faiths who know in their hearts
that the cruel world can be transformed by love. For men, this unique search for truth sheds
light on the undeniable power of the feminine spirit.
Katie was a normal American teenager when she decided to explore the possibility of voluntary
work overseas. She temporarily 'quit life' to serve in Uganda for a year before going to college.
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However, returning to 'normal' became impossible and Katie 'quit life' - college, designer
clothes, her little yellow convertible and her boyfriend - for good, remaining in Uganda. In the
early days she felt as though she were trying to empty the ocean with an eyedropper, but has
learnt that she is not called to change the world in itself, but to change the world for one person
at a time. By the age of 22 Katie had adopted 14 girls and founded Amizima Ministries which
currently has sponsors for over 600 children and a feeding program for Uganda's poorest
citizens - so it is no wonder she feels Jesus wrecked her life, shattered it to pieces, and put it
back together making it more beautiful than it was before.
A thrilling chronicle of the tragedy-ridden history of climbing the world's most difficult and
unpredictable mountain, by the bestselling authors of The Mountain and No Shortcuts to the
Top Ed Viesturs, one of the world's premier high-altitude mountaineers, explores the
remarkable history of K2 and of those who have attempted to conquer it. At the same time, he
probes the mountain's most memorable sagas in order to illustrate lessons about the
fundamental questions mountaineering raises—questions of risk, ambition, loyalty to one's
teammates, self-sacrifice, and the price of glory. Viesturs knows the mountain firsthand. He
and renowned alpinist Scott Fischer climbed it in 1992 and got caught in an avalanche that
sent them sliding to almost certain death before Ed managed to get into a self-arrest position
with his ice ax and stop both his fall and Scott's. Focusing on seven of the mountain's most
dramatic campaigns, from his own troubled ascent to the 2008 tragedy, Viesturs crafts an edgeof-your-seat narrative that climbers and armchair travelers alike will find unforgettably
compelling. With photographs from Viesturs's personal collection and from historical sources,
this is the definitive account of the world's ultimate mountain, and of the lessons that can be
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gleaned from struggling toward its elusive summit.
This is Frankie San's story. Born in Tokyo to a Buddhist family, Frankie San's childhood was
marked by sickness and quarantine, parental divorce, and fighting for Japan in WWII at 14
years of age. Experiencing major depression, he tried to end his life – but God had a better
plan. Light filled Frankie San's heart and soul after an American missionary introduced him to
Jesus Christ. Through miraculously opened doors, Frankie San traveled to the United States to
attend seminary. He overcame cultural and language barriers and prayed for direction for his
future. Direction came in the form of busses filled with prisoners. When Frankie learned where
the busses took their prisoners, he surprised the director with his request to visit the prison and
perplexed him when he wanted to remain. What happened next was incredible love confirmed
by action, as Frankie literally believed and followed through on those famous words from
Scripture: Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have
done it unto me (Matthew 25:40). Frankie San's life and testimony is unique, heartwarming,
and inspiring. You'll be challenged to love those who can give nothing back, to truly trust Christ
as you follow Him, and to persevere despite overwhelming odds. If it's not too late for prisoners
on death row, it's not too late for you and me. Follow me, said Jesus, and I will make you
fishers of men.
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their
curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving
among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant
man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life
fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for
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her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining
town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for
themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet
Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family
that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life.
-- From publisher description.
The Newbery Medal and Coretta Scott King Award-winning classic about a boy who decides to
hit the road to find his father—from Christopher Paul Curtis, author of The Watsons Go To
Birmingham—1963, a Newbery and Coretta Scott King Honoree. It’s 1936, in Flint Michigan.
Times may be hard, and ten-year-old Bud may be a motherless boy on the run, but Bud’s got
a few things going for him: 1. He has his own suitcase full of special things. 2. He’s the author
of Bud Caldwell’s Rules and Things for Having a Funner Life and Making a Better Liar Out of
Yourself. 3. His momma never told him who his father was, but she left a clue: flyers
advertising Herman E. Calloway and his famous band, the Dusky Devastators of the
Depression!!!!!! Bud’s got an idea that those flyers will lead him to his father. Once he decides
to hit the road to find this mystery man, nothing can stop him—not hunger, not fear, not
vampires, not even Herman E. Calloway himself. AN ALA BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG ADULTS
AN ALA NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOK AN IRA CHILDREN'S BOOK AWARD WINNER
NAMED TO 14 STATE AWARD LISTS “The book is a gem, of value to all ages, not just the
young people to whom it is aimed.” —The Christian Science Monitor “Will keep readers
engrossed from first page to last.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “Curtis writes with a razorsharp intelligence that grabs the reader by the heart and never lets go. . . . This highly
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recommended title [is] at the top of the list of books to be read again and again.” —Voice of
Youth Advocates, Starred From the Hardcover edition.
In 2019, America is bordering on financial collapse after engaging in a third conflict in Iraq. On
the home front, the president has provided funding for stem cell research, but medical success
is overshadowed after corporate greed intervenes. The intention to benefit those with the
greatest need quickly disappears as the replication process is used to clone all major organs.
With the advent of cloning, the inevitable occurs when Americas population reaches the
saturation point. A chip is now implanted into all citizens, which signals when someone
reaches the mandatory age of death. Years left on a chip are for sale, and the hunt for new
chips is on. Meanwhile, overseas, the war rages, where people die irrespective of age.
Lieutenant Roger DeMarco must put an end to the murder of entire innocent Iraqi villages by
those who would harvest the enemy and civilians alike. Doctors are caught on opposing sides
of science, and even a reality TV star becomes of national interest when he sells his chip and
plans to slowly kill himself in a parade of hedonism. Progress, profit, and morality collide with
stunning ferocity as America must evolve or die.
Is it possible to heal by thought alone—without drugs or surgery? The truth is that it happens
more often than you might expect. In You Are the Placebo,Dr. Joe Dispenza shares numerous
documented cases of those who reversed cancer, heart disease, depression, crippling arthritis,
and even the tremors of Parkinson’s disease by believing in a placebo. Similarly, Dr. Joe tells
of how others have gotten sick and even died the victims of a hex or voodoo curse—or after
being misdiagnosed with a fatal illness. Belief can be so strong that pharmaceutical companies
use double- and triple-blind randomized studies to try to exclude the power of the mind over
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the body when evaluating new drugs. Dr. Joe does more than simply explore the history and
the physiology of the placebo effect. He asks the question: "Is it possible to teach the principles
of the placebo, and without relying on any external substance, produce the same internal
changes in a person’s health and ultimately in his or her life?" Then he shares scientific
evidence (including color brain scans) of amazing healings from his workshops, in which
participants learn his model of personal transformation, based on practical applications of the
so-called placebo effect. The book ends with a "how-to" meditation for changing beliefs and
perceptions that hold us back—the first step in healing.You Are the Placebo combines the latest
research in neuroscience, biology, psychology, hypnosis, behavioral conditioning, and
quantum physics to demystify the workings of the placebo effect . . . and show how the
seemingly impossible can become possible.
Harness the power of your subconscious to create a life you desire! The Power of Your
Subconscious Mind teaches us how to remove the subconscious obstacles that prevent us
from achieving the success we wish for. In this book, bestselling author Joseph Murphy asserts
that life events are actually the result of the workings of our conscious and subconscious
minds. He suggests practical techniques through which one can change one’s destiny,
principally by focusing and redirecting this miraculous energy. In these pages are the ways in
which one can unleash the extraordinary mental powers to acquire self-confidence, attain
professional success, create wealth, build harmonious relationships, overcome fears, get rid of
bad habits and promote overall well-being and happiness. Covering a variety of topics from
healing to academia to riches, the author cites numerous compelling examples of the power of
our thoughts and beliefs in influencing our reality. When we change our thinking and prepare
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our subconscious mind, we change our destiny. Joseph Murphy was an American author and
New Thought minister, ordained in Divine Science and Religious Science. A popular speaker,
Murphy lectured on both American coasts and in Europe, Asia, and South Africa. Murphy is
considered one of the pioneering voices of affirmative-thinking philosophy.
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